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1 Introduction

According to an old legend, the famous Greek skeptic Pyrrho died when he walked

over a cliff [1]. He supposedly demonstrated his extreme skepticism by walking

blindfolded toward the edge and refusing to believe that the verbal warnings of his

observing students were in fact real at all. True or not, the Pyrrho myth contains a

couple of valuable lessons. Most importantly, the story seems to say that one should

be observant of the surrounding world or at the very least accept that it is not an

illusion. This was especially important in ancient and prehistorical times when the

world presented serious threats to survival on daily basis.

So how does one go about observing the world? Senses are generally defined as

faculties by which outside stimuli are perceived [2]. Furthermore, many philoso-

phers agree that sensory input is the only way of attaining information from the

outside world. A certain type of sensory cell responds to a certain type of stimulus

and transmits signals to a region of the brain where the signals are interpreted.

Although humans have at least seven senses, the most important ones are taught

to be the classical five defined in ancient times: sight, hearing, touch, smell, and

taste. However, there is no clear consensus on what constitutes as a sense, or how

the signals from various sensory cells are mapped to the brain. This is one of the

reasons why it is helpful to consider human perception as a whole, as is done in

Gestalt psychology [3]. Its basic idea is that humans form their experiences based

on holistic and parallel processing of different sensory inputs.

The opposite of holism is reductionism, the idea that a complex phenomenon or

system can be described by the sum of its simpler parts [4]. Much of the everyday

scientific research on perception is based on this idea, as scientists usually work

on a narrow, specific area. At the same time however, the majority of scientific

community is against extreme or ”greedy” reductionism where everything is even-
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tually explained by particle physics. There are numerous examples that contradict

reductionism, such as the fact that music cannot be experienced listening to in-

dividual notes, and simple molecules that constitute organisms are not considered

living. Nevertheless, only during this century have holistic ideas, such as Gestalt

psychology and systems theory [5], gained major scientific acceptance. This can be

partly attributed to emergence of sophisticated experimental methods that allow

the complex stimuli and analysis.

This thesis is concerned with one of the classical senses, hearing. If interpreted

freely, the myth of Pyrrho suggests an interesting presumption about our auditory

perception: only when the most important sense, sight, is impaired, does it become

necessary to rely on hearing as the primary source of information. Visual dominance

over hearing has been shown also in modern experiments, for example with the

ventriloquism effect, where a voice is perceived to emerge from other than the actual

sound source [6]. There visual domination is however not universal. In accordance to

Gestalt principles, conflicting sensory information can result in a totally unexpected

perception, as demonstrated by the McGurk effect and related experiments [7, 8].

In the original experiment, a video of one phoneme’s production is dubbed with a

recording of a different phoneme being spoken. Often, the perceived phoneme is a

neither, but rather some intermediate phoneme. In any case, the holistic principles

should be kept in mind in hearing research.

From a historical viewpoint, most people associate hearing and auditory phenomena

with verbal communication and music. These enable efficient means of exchanging

information and obtaining artistic pleasure. Somewhat less familiar attribute of

hearing is the ability to spatially analyze the auditory scene, i.e., to distinguish dif-

ferent sounds and the directions from which they emanate. Evolutionarily speaking,

the ability to pinpoint the direction of a threatening sound seems important. It can

be however argued that the evolutionary role of hearing in localization is simply

to give a rough direction of the sound so that the eyes can be turned towards the
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sound.

The modern era, on the other hand, has seen the development of telecommunication

and entertainment systems that make complex auditory scenes an everyday occur-

rence. Nowadays, sound engineers can ever more accurately control the sounds ar-

riving to the listener’s ears and want to know how they are perceived. Consequently,

the research fields of spatial hearing [9], auditory object analysis [10], auditory scene

analysis [11], and ecological psychoacoustics [12] have been born.

1.1 Scope of the Thesis

Narrowing down the broad topic of auditory perception, it can be said that spa-

tial hearing is the main focus of this thesis. As with all senses, there is a relation

between the physical space (sound sources) and the perceived auditory space (audi-

tory objects and events) [9]. Clarifying this relationship is the underlying motivation

here, subjective listening tests being the basic method of investigation. Listening

test data is obtained from both original experiments and previous research. The

approach taken in here is similar to general subjective testing, where the goal is to

use the listener as an objective measuring tool similar to, e.g., a microphone [13].

This thesis work can be thought as a continuation to the work of Pulkki on spa-

tial hearing, virtual auditory sources, and auditory reproduction in general [14].

The work started with a research about commonly used multiple-loudspeaker sys-

tems. These systems produced interesting auditory scenes that were analyzed with

measurements and tested with human listeners. The scenes contained sometimes

uncommonly behaving spatial cues, which humans use to perceive the direction of

the sound. The open questions of this research led to a series of listening tests where

complex auditory scenes were examined more precisely. The tests utilized a fairly

complex setup which allowed for multi-source auditory stimuli. The aim was to ap-
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ply the holistic principles at least to a certain extent, and not to focus on simplest

possible auditory phenomena or use a simulated reproduction of complex auditory

scenes.

Nevertheless, the approach taken in the experiments presented in this thesis is ul-

timately, if not reductionist, at least generalizing, compared to complicated audio-

visual scenes with music or speech stimuli and room reverberation. In order to keep

the number of test cases and research questions within available resources, the stim-

uli were limited so that temporal effects were minimized and the test signals were

random noise.

Auditory modeling research is the other focus of this thesis. Here, the term refers

to the use of computational scientific modeling techniques to somehow simulate the

human auditory system. Although the subjective investigations discussed above

included some modeling of the results, there is an abrupt shift in focus from per-

ceptual research, represented by the first four publications of this dissertation, to

experimental auditory modeling in the last three publications. This was motivated

by the modeling studies performed at the end of the performed perceptual studies.

During the analysis of the auditory scenes used in listening tests, it seemed that the

presently utilized modeling techniques did not describe well the listeners’ responses.

This along with the recent neurophysiological results inspired to examine a novel

idea for auditory modeling.

However, the model was not intended to completely solve the issues that rose from

the subjective results within the scope of the present dissertation. Rather, the

purpose was to examine and model some simple spatial hearing phenomena and

thus validate the novel modeling concept. It should also be kept in mind that the

suggested model is intended to be a general auditory model and arguably more based

on human physiology than other similar models. Much research is needed in order

to fully develop such a model. However, in order to provide a fitting closure for the
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dissertation, the present state of the model development, as well as some informal

experiments are discussed in Section 7.

In conclusion, the author carefully suggests that these studies aimed for a slightly

more holistic approach than is generally utilized with similar topics. Alas, however,

some generalization is necessary in scientific research: in order to make predictions,

phenomena must be classified to a limited number of categories and assume that

these behave similarly in the future as they do in the past. It is the wish of the

author that the information discarded this way in this research is not as essential

as in the legend of Pyrrho.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

The thesis consists of this introduction and seven articles that detail the research

done by the author. The relevant results from the previous studies are discussed in

the following chapters of the introduction. First, the physiology of the hearing sys-

tem is introduced. The physiological information is strongly in the background when

discussing hearing as perception in a separate chapter. Finally, auditory modeling,

as well as scientific modeling in general, are discussed. All chapters deal mainly

with cues and phenomena related to spatial hearing.
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2 Physiology of Hearing

This chapter aims to give a brief overview of the mechanisms of the auditory system

as to where they are relevant to the perceptual issues discussed in Chapter 3. The

anatomy of the human auditory system has been studied extensively over the years

and not all its aspects are covered here. For a more profound analysis, see e.g., [15].

There is a consensus of the relevant parts that constitute the trail ascending from

the ear, where the sound pressure is transformed into neural impulses, to the brain

cortex, where perceptions are formed. Smaller parts and organs are here associated

to either of the two larger wholes: the hearing organ and the auditory pathway.

Although the examination is mostly for a single side, it should be kept in mind that

many parts of the human hearing system are essentially symmetrical on both sides

of the head; human hearing has two channels which interact with each other. This

fact will play greater part in Section 3 but interaction between the channels is noted

also in this section when appropriate.

2.1 Hearing Organ

The function of the hearing organ is to transform the variations in sound pressure to

neural impulses. The hearing organ is constituted of the outer, the middle, and the

inner ear, which can be seen in figure 2.1. When talking about the physiology and

function of the hearing organ, one should also mention the rest of the human body.

The reason for this is that the shape of the body notably affects the incoming sound

waves. While pinnae and the rest of the head cause the most significant effects,

reflections from shoulders and the torso should not be ignored [15]. The total effect

of the body is referred to as the Head-Related Transfer Function, or HRTF [16].

The HRTF is also always a two-channel function, defined for both ears separately.
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Figure 2.1: The anatomy of the human hearing organ. (Figure from [17])

If the sound emanates from either side of the head, the arrival times to the ears

are different. The maximum time difference is approximately 0.7 ms for a normal

human head The side which the sound reaches first is called ipsilateral, the other

side being contralateral. Because of wave propagation around the head, the sound

amplitude is attenuated at high frequencies approximately above 1.5 kHz on the

contralateral side.

The visible part of the outer ear is called the pinna. Its folds act as direction-

dependent filters at frequencies above approximately a few kHz, and it amplifies the

sound to the inside of the ear. The pinna surrounds the ear canal, a tube about 26

mm in length and 7 mm in diameter. The ear canal acts as a linear resonator for the

incoming sound waves around the 3.3 kHz frequency. The ear canal also protects

the ear drum, where the outer ear terminates. The total effect of the outer ear is
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comparable to a direction-dependent linear filter that generally amplifies frequencies

in the 2-4 kHz range up to 15 dB.

The middle ear consists of a structure of three bones (malleus, incus, and stapes)

known as ossciles. Their function is to couple the vibrations of the ear drum to the

oval, i.e. elliptical, window, the ”input” of the cochlea. As the cochlea is filled with

fluid, the impedance differences would cause a 30 dB reduction in acoustic power

between the eardrum and the cochlea if there were not such a coupling device [18].

From the auditory viewpoint, the inner ear consists of the cochlea. It is the crucial

site where pressure vibrations are encoded to neural signals that then ascend up the

auditory pathway. The cochlea is essentially a curved tube whose volume is divided

into several membrane-separated, fluid-filled compartments along its length. In the

middle of the tube, on top of the basilar membrane, is the organ of Corti, a structure

lined with inner and outer hair cells (IHCs and OHCs, respectively).

According to the classical functional view, the incoming vibrations from the elliptical

window propagate in the fluids and the membranes so the basilar membrane vibrates,

causing the hair cells move against the tectorial membrane and send out neural spikes

in the auditory nerve, to which the hair cells are connected [19]. The organ of Corti

has about 20000-30000 nerve receptors distributed along the length of the cochlea.

The basilar membrane has a maximum displacement depending on the frequency of

the vibration so that low- and high-frequency sounds cause a maxima at the end

of the cochlea and near the elliptical window, respectively. It is commonly thought

that the cochlea acts as a spectrum analyzer or similarly to a band-pass filter bank.

More profound investigations have revealed some additional facts about the cochlea.

The number of OHCs exceeds the number of IHCs over three times. OHCs are con-

nected to the efferent neurons, which carry signals back from the central nervous

system. Although OHCs are generally thought to implement mainly dynamic com-
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pression and suppression of the sidebands [20], it is interesting to find feedback this

powerful already in the peripheral neural stages. It has also been suggested that

the position of the hair cell on the basilar membrane is not the only factor to the

cochlear frequency selectivity, but that some inner and outer hair cells themselves

could respond to certain frequencies better than to others [21]. Although the spec-

trum analyzer analogy seems to hold well in most situations, the function of the

cochlea is not precisely known at present.

2.2 Auditory Pathway

The neural pathway from the sensory cells to the brain cortex is the most complex

among senses for hearing. This notion is based on the number of nuclei involved,

the numerous connections between them, and the apparent complexity of the neural

processing, especially between the two ear signals. Figure 2.2 illustrates the relevant

nuclei and neural paths and will be used as a basis for this section. This physiological

overview is mostly based on firmly established facts given in, e.g., [22]. More recent

research and functional speculations are discussed in the next chapter.

The cochlear nerve is the first site of neuronal processing of the transformed data

from the inner ear. Several interesting observations have been made already on this

early stage. Firstly, when recording responses of cochlear nerve fibers, it can be

seen that different fibers have different tuning curves, i.e., produce most activation

with different frequencies [22]. The ”resonant” frequency of a given fiber is called its

characteristic frequency (CF). However, the activation is not independent of level;

as the intensity of a pure tone increases, the more it activates fibers whose CF is

not the tone frequency [23]. This is somewhat unintuitive considering the human

frequency resolution (see Section 3.1). Furthermore, the fibers vary greatly in rate

of spontaneous activity, activation threshold, and post-stimulus behavior.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic view of the nuclei in the left and right sides of the human
auditory pathway and the connections between them.

One of the most interesting properties of auditory neural processing is the loss

of phase-locking to the temporal structure of stimulus at high frequencies. This

phenomenon can already be seen at the level of the cochlear nerve. As indicated

by experiments with other mammals [24,25], phase-locking starts to decline already

below 1 kHz and is no longer detectable at frequencies above a few kHz. The loss

of phase-locking generally worsens when moving to higher processing stages, which

indicates that processes that depend on the temporal precision of the neural impulses

must be achieved already at the lower levels.

The Cochlear Nucleus (CN) is the first relay station in the auditory system. At the

level of the CN, the neural signals from each ear remain separated. A prominent

feature of the CN that can be detected in all major nuclei of the auditory system
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is tonotopic organization: the CFs of auditory neurons in the CN are organized so

that the neurons in the same area respond to same frequencies. However, tonotopic

organization becomes more complex in the higher processing stages. The neuron

tuning curves are wider and more complicated already at the level of CN than at

the cochlea [26].

Ascending to Superior Olivary Complex (SOC), the auditory system begins to pro-

cess the neural information binaurally, as both SOCs receive inputs from the ipsi-

lateral and the contralateral CN. Two important ”sub-nuclei” inside the SOC are

the low-frequency-oriented Medial Superior Olive and the high-frequency oriented

Lateral Superior Olive (MSO and LSO, respectively). The neurons in these nuclei

display the two basic processes in binaural processing: excitation and inhibition.

Most LSO neurons are generally thought as the previous type, with the contralat-

eral signal providing inhibition of the ipsilateral signal excitation (EI-type). Neurons

in the MSO mainly receive excitatory input from both ears (EE-type), although im-

portant inhibitionary mechanisms have also been discovered in MSO [27].

Inferior Colliculus (IC) and the Medial Geniculate Nucleus (MGN) are the next

nuclei in the pathway. From here upwards, any description of the neural mechanisms

includes much speculation. Interaction between the left and right channels at the

IC level indicates further interaural processing, possibly combining horizontal and

elevation information. There is general evidence of tonotopic organization and both

IE- and EE-type neurons in both IC and MGN.

Through the mid-brain, the neural signals travel to the Primary Auditory Cortex,

which is the most highly organized processing unit of sound in the brain. The

tonotopic organization is ever more complex here. Investigations of mammalian

cortex lateral belts with bandpass noise stimuli have revealed that frequency is

represented in several areas simultaneously [28–30]. The multiple representations

could possibly be used to analyze the spectral components with multiple bandwidths
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and frequency resolutions simultaneously [31]. Organization of cortex neurons based

on stimulus amplitude modulation, as well as the spatial direction of the stimulus,

in addition to tonotopic organization have been speculated but not confirmed. One

difficulty of determining the higher neural mechanisms is their strong dependence

on the type of stimulus (e.g., tone vs. speech). Finally, it should be remembered

that the cortex also provides input to the lower processing stages.

In summary, the auditory pathway most probably includes numerous mechanisms

that can be adaptively used to determine the precept of a given stimulus. Also,

research on the plasticity of the neural system indicates that these mechanisms can

change over time [32].
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3 Perception of Spatial Sound and Related

Phenomena

This section discusses the auditory perception limited to spatial hearing and other

issues related to this thesis. Many of these phenomena are commonly thought to

stem mainly from the mechanisms of the peripheral or lower levels of the auditory

system, whose physiology is better known than that of the higher levels. For this

reason, some functional hypotheses are also discussed here. It is of course clear that

the percept itself is not formed until at the cortex, and so all perception in principle

involves every level of the given sensory system. In any case, even if the assumption

of the low-level mechanism dominance is accepted, perception itself cannot be seen

physiologically and must be measured with subjective tests.

3.1 Frequency Resolution

Depending on the person, humans can hear frequencies approximately between 20

Hz and 20 kHz (lower frequencies can be sensed via tactile input). Outside this

range, the basilar membrane does not vibrate, hence there is no produced activity

in the auditory system. When the basilar membrane does vibrate at some audible

frequency, it often causes frequency masking: if sounds significantly different in

level are close each other in frequency, the vibrations caused by the louder sound

overpower those caused by the quieter sound at the same place of the membrane

and make it inaudible.

The term ”frequency resolution”refers to the notion that spectral components within

a certain frequency band are processed together as in the masking example above.

Ever since the experiments by Fletcher [33], it has been the assumption that the
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peripheral auditory system functions as an array of overlapping passband filters.

The effective bandwidth of each filter is called the critical band (CB). Glasberg

and Moore used a method derived from Fletcher to determine the properties of the

auditory filters; the detection threshold of a signal tone, masked by a noise notched

around the signal frequency, is measured as a function of the notch bandwidth [34].

The experiments resulted in the Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (ERB), which

approximates the CB as a function of its center frequency by the equation:

ERB(fc) = 24.7(4.37 ∗ fc + 1), (3.1)

where fc is the center frequency in kHz.

In addition to psychoacoustical measurements, the ERB scale corresponds closely

to physiological results [35, 36], and is therefore widely used. For a more complex

approximation, additional facts revealed by the masking experiments can be taken

into account. The auditory filters are not rectangular but shaped more like asym-

metrical cones, and their shape depends on the level of the sound. Also, it has

been noted that the CB varies for different stimulus types, e.g., by being wider for

speech [18], and narrower for forward-masking stimuli [37]. Several implementations

have been proposed to account for the nonlinear nature of frequency selectivity, one

example being [38].

3.2 Interaural Difference Cues

Even though the visual sense is dominant in perception, human hearing is capa-

ble of many extraordinary feats, which may be attributed to the complexity of the

auditory system. Listeners are able to localize sounds with accuracy; at best, the

minimum audible angle (MAA) is about 1◦ azimuth at the frontal direction [9]. Ad-

ditionally, a complex scene that results from multiple sound sources and reflections

can be effectively analyzed, as illustrated by the cocktail-party effect. Researchers
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of spatial hearing have identified numerous cues that humans use for these tasks.

This section is focused on two such prominent cues: interaural time difference (ITD)

and interaural level difference (ILD).

The modern view of these interaural cues dates back to Lord Rayleigh’s duplex

theorem [39]. With the assumption of a spherical head without pinnae, he theorized

the existence of the two (hence ’duplex’) cues induced by the distance between the

ears and level difference caused by head shadowing. It has since been recognized

that ITD and ILD are mainly responsible for the sound localization in the horizontal

plane [9, 40].

Maintaining the head symmetry assumption, the same interaural cues can be pro-

duced from several locations as long as the sound incidence angle to the ear remains

unchanged. The spherical cone-shaped area where this happens is called the cone of

confusion (see figure 3.1). Even though spectral HRTF information can be used to

resolve the direction of sound within the cone, listeners may have difficulties doing

so. The sound direction implied a certain interaural cue value may also vary between

individuals for physiological reasons. The azimuth angles implied by ITD and ILD

cues are in this work referred as ITDA and ILDA, respectively.

Since the temporal fine structure of the high-frequency signal is not accurately en-

coded, and the shadowing effect occurs mostly at high frequencies, the traditional

frequency division between the ITD (prominent below 1.5 kHz) and ILD (prominent

above 1.5 kHz) seems natural. Therefore, the classical view of ILD is a long-time

averaged level difference with a maximum resolution of approximately 1 dB SPL,

as opposed to the temporally accurate ITD mechanism that has approximately 10

µs resolution. However, the ITDs of the high-frequency signal envelope can also

contribute to lateralization in absence of low frequencies [41, 42], and ILDs can be

effective also at low frequencies. Aside from static resolution, the speed at which

the rapid changes in direction are tracked is an important factor for spatial cues. A
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Figure 3.1: Cone of confusion. θcc indicates the azimuth and φcc the elevation angle
of the sound source within the cone of confusion.

number of studies have shown that the ITD mechanism is quite sluggish, with an

integration time constant of 45-250 ms [43], and that the interaural level difference

(ILD) decoding is at least equally fast if not faster [42,44].

Assuming a free-field, point-like sound source, ITDs and ILDs occur in certain ’nat-

ural’ combinations depending on the azimuth direction of the source [45]. The

auditory system learns to identify these cues as indicating the azimuth direction in

question [46]. A spatial cue is said to be consistent if it indicates a single direc-

tion over a wide frequency range. By examining the interaural cues separately or

in unnatural combinations (usually with headphones), their relative salience can be

approximated. It has been found that when both ITD and ILD are consistent over

a wide frequency range, but implied source directions within θcc (ITDA and ILDA)

conflict, the low-frequency ITD cues dominate [47,48]. In the case where either ITD

or ILD is set to be inconsistent as a function of frequency, thus giving conflicting

directional information, the consistent cue is more prominent [40].

Related to cue salience, Raatgever and Bilsen [49] have performed their so called

’dominant region’ experiments. The purpose of their studies was to extract a per-
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ceptual weighting function for the salience of binaural components in localization

as a function of frequency. The tests were performed so that three frequency bands

were presented to subjects using headphones. Initially, the middle frequency band

had a larger ITD value than the other two bands, and the subjects adjusted the

amplitude of this band until the subjective lateral direction of the auditory event

was the same as when the two other bands had the larger ITD value. The tests

were performed below 1200 Hz and a dominant region was found, centered around

600 Hz. Thus the results imply that some frequencies might contribute to the lo-

calization of complex sounds more prominently than others when the cues vary as

a function of frequency.

The interaural cues do not always interact totally; with conflicting cues it is likely

that the subject does not perceive a natural, point-like source [45,50]. Investigators

have for a large part dismissed the notion of total trading between the interaural

cues that was suggested by early research, although these experiments established

that trading can occur to some degree [51]. Significant argument for the dismissal

of total trading comes from the mammalian physiological studies. It is generally

thought that the ITD and ILD cues are initially encoded with separate mechanisms

in different nuclei, namely in MSO and LSO, respectively [22]. Conflicting cues thus

lead to complex listening situations which are discussed in Section 3.4.

There is good evidence that neurons implement coincidence detection between the

ear signals as a function of ITD via neural excitation in MSO [52,53]. MSO neurons

respond best to low-frequency sounds, and the neurons with the same CFs have been

show to respond to same ITDs. Perhaps conterintuitively, most of these ITD values

exceed the physiological range implied by the size of the human head [54,55]. Also,

recent research emphasizes the role of neural inhibition in the MSO as improving

the time resolution of ITD encoding [56]. This mechanism is in great demand, as

the ITD processing requires far better resolution (10-20 µs) than any other neural

process [57].
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LSO neurons have generally higher best frequencies than those in MSO and pre-

dominantly show inhibitory processes: the ear signals are commonly thought to be

effectively subtracted producing the ILD cue. As opposed to the traditional view of

ILD being a long-time average, recent studies have shown that the LSO inhibition

is very fast [58, 59]. This coincides with subjective tests suggesting that humans

are able to detect fast ILD changes [42, 44]. The processing of the envelopes of

high-frequency signals has also been speculated to take place in LSO [59].

Other spatial cues besides the interaural difference cues exist as well, such as the

direction dependent filtering caused by the pinna. The pinna itself is thought to

resolve whether the sound is coming from the front or the back of the listener. and

the notches of the pinna are important in determining the elevation of the sound [9].

Also important in localization are the many temporal issues of spatial hearing, such

as the precedence effect [60]. However, these are outside the focus of this thesis.

3.3 Binaural Signal Detection and Dichotic Pitch

Binaural hearing brings about many perceptual phenomena that are not present

with monaural hearing. Many of the related studies focus on binaural signal de-

tection. Starting with the research by Hirsh [61], it has been established that if

different interaural manipulations are applied to a signal and a masker, the detec-

tion threshold of the signal is likely to be reduced. The threshold reduction induced

by binaural hearing is referred to as binaural masking level difference (BMLD). As

BMLD tests are easy to perform with simple equipment, extensive data exists on

the subject.

The much used classic test paradigm is to present a tone signal that is phase-shifted

between the ears by 180◦ among a wideband noise masker (N0Sπ), and compare the

obtained threshold to the NmSm (monaural signal and masker) or to the N0S0 (diotic
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signal and masker) reference. In general, the classic BMLD is prominent (up to 15

dB) at low signal frequencies, but also present (up to 5 dB) at the higher frequency

range above approximately 2 kHz. When presenting the signal monaurally (N0Sm),

BMLD is approximately 6 dB smaller than in the N0Sπ configuration.

However, BMLD may occur in any situation where the signal and the masker have

different interaural parameters. Many different test paradigms on the topic have

been conceived, see e.g., [62] for a review on earlier research and [63] for more recent

experiments. Some of these results are not as straightforward to interpret as the

classic case. For example, it has been found that the detection performance varies

between individual masker waveforms [64,65].

In an attempt to generalize the BMLD phenomenon, researchers have linked binaural

detection to the discrimination of coherence, or correlation between the ear signals

[66]. Interaural correlation is an important perceptual attribute of spatial hearing

and can be detected by humans very accurately [67]. Durlach et al. derived a

mathematical expression to the interaural correlation ρ of a classic BMLD stimulus

[68]:

ρ = (1 − SNR)/(1 + SNR), (3.2)

where SNR indicates the signal-to-noise power ratio of the BMLD stimulus. How-

ever, other results indicate that a simple generalization of BMLD as coherence de-

tection mechanism is not sufficient [69].

Dichotic pitch occurs when two different broadband ear signals induce a pitch per-

ception with simultaneous presentation but fail to do so when the two signals are

presented monaurally. In a sense, dichotic pitches fall into the category of auditory

illusions as there is no real signal to detect. Huggins pitch is the first and the most

famous of the dichotic pitches [70]. The corresponding stimulus is implemented by

creating a phase transition of 360◦ during a narrow frequency band of a broadband

noise. The percept that occurs with this stimulus clearly has a specific frequency
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similarly as the percepts created by a sinusoid or narrowband noise. Other types of

binaural pitch stimuli also exist, some of which create a perception that is less like

a single tone, but more akin to a harmonic cluster [71,72].

3.4 Perceptual Analysis of Complex Auditory Situations

As seen from the previous sections, the potential of spatial hearing goes beyond

mere localization of a point-like source in free-field. This is good, since every-day

life presents us with numerous complex auditory situations. Common examples are

perceiving speech among noise or an instrument among an orchestra. Also, modern

audio reproduction systems typically consist of several loudspeakers positioned in a

moderately reverberant listening room, with sophisticated algorithms determining

the sound produced by each speaker (e.g [73,74]).

It seems baffling that humans are able to identify and associate the parts (e.g., the

talker or the instrument) of such complex scenes based on the waveforms of the two

ear signals alone. However, this viewpoint does not take into account the holistic

principles of perception; the sensory input from all modalities contributes to the

process. Also, there is rarely a situation where we do not have prior information

and expectations about the scene.

How to go about analyzing such a scene scientifically? The whole complex percept

can be described with abstract attributes, such as: ”envelopment,” ”broadness,”

”sense of space,” ”balance,” ”timbre,” and ”spaciousness,” [75–77]. However, the

meaning of these words may vary between different listeners unless listener training

is applied.

In addition to using abstract descriptions, the approach commonly taken is that

”objects,” [10] ”events,” [9] and ”streams,” [11] can be perceived among the massive
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information flow. Perceptual objects emerge from the background in a ”figure-

ground” manner, with only a part of the available information constituting the

significant ”figure” [78]. A typical example of the figure-ground mechanism is given

by the Rubin’s face-vase illustration [79], where both figures cannot be perceived

simultaneously. Thus, the role of perceptual ”edges” of sharp contrasts in some

perceptual dimension are emphasized. Some theories also speculate that extensive

unconscious segregation analysis takes place prior to conscious grouping [80].

This approach gives rise to certain philosophical and semantic questions: what do

we really mean when we label physical objects with words of natural languages and

identify them with certain auditory perceptions? Is this strategy more useful than

harmful? Notably, Wittgenstein has explored the limitations of language as a way

of relaying information [81].

Leaving the semantic questions aside, traditional Gestalt theory, as well as the cross-

modality considerations by Gibson [82], provide principles according to which ob-

jects are grouped; these include the familiar cues of common fate, proximity, closure,

continuation etc. Bregman lists grouping cues specific to audition, e.g., harmonicity,

phase, arrival time/onset (precedence effect [60]), interaural cues, modulation, fre-

quency proximity and overall spectral similarity [11]. Frequency proximity is often

thought as auditory equivalent to spatial proximity in the visual domain, and it

is tempting to associate auditory objecthood to mere comparison between spectral

templates. However, the perceptual mechanisms related to tonotopic maps in the

auditory cortex are not well known at present.

The formation of auditory virtual sources is an interesting phenomenon that coin-

cides with the Gestalt principles. A typical example occurs with pairwise panning:

if equidistant loudspeakers in a space with little reflections emit the same signal,

the listener perceives the direction of the sound as in between the speakers. The

perceived direction can be manipulated by adjusting signal amplitudes [83]. If the
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loudspeaker signals have structural or temporal differences in the listening position,

a number of interesting things can happen to the percept.

Gardner [84] describes several listening conditions that may result in fusion, displace-

ment, or spatial broadening of a virtual source created by two or more real sound

sources. Image fusion, ”the governing phenomenon”, is mediated by commonality of

auditory features in accordance with Gestalt theory. Dissimilarity between features

causes the fused sound to break up into separate sources. Several other studies sup-

port the notion of commonality in image fusion, for example [85] and [86]. Sound

displacement, on the other hand, is strongly tied to sound localization. Several stud-

ies have determined that simultaneous distracting signals strongly affect localization

of the target signal [87–91]. Localization and general directional quality of virtual

sources have been studied before with amplitude panning [14] and Ambisonics [92].

If the similarities in some respect can cause two or more sounds to fuse, then it is

natural to assume that differences in the sounds mediate the breakup of fusion or

broadening of a virtual source. The broadening phenomenon is usually described

with auditory source width (ASW). ASW has long been recognized as a seminal

feature in spatial auditory perception, e.g., in describing concert hall acoustics [93,

94]. In this work, ASW mainly refers to the perceived width of a specific auditory

event or object.

In a normal listening room, ASW is often linked with attributes such as the amount

of early reflections [95]. Early research on source width, or tonal volume, showed it

to be a function of loudness, duration of the sound, interaural characteristics, and

frequency [96,97]. Potard and Burnett state [98]: ”Low pitched sound sources need

a greater distance for one wavelength to unfold and tend to have a larger apparent

width than high pitched sound sources.”An important factor affecting the perceived

width is the interaural correlation [9]. Recently, Mason et al. have derived a model

for this dependence with headphone experiments where the subjects describe the
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width of a sound localized inside the head [99].
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4 Modeling Auditory Spatial Perception

This section discusses computational scientific models from the auditory point of

view. For a general introduction to scientific modeling, see [100]. There exist nu-

merous models in hearing research ranging from theories of perceptual grouping of

objects [78] to signal algorithms representing the function of hair cells and the au-

ditory nerve [101]. The focus in this section, as in the previous ones, is however on

spatial hearing. Prior to introducing some well-known auditory models, a general

(and accepted) limitation of scientific modeling is discussed: the model may make

explicit assumptions that are known to be false, or incomplete, in some detail.

4.1 General Considerations

While the modern computational modeling concept owes much to the reductionist

theories of Descartes, it was Turing that took the approach to the ultimate [102]; he

contemplated the possibility of computers so sophisticated that their responses to

stimuli would be indistinguishable from that of humans. Turing had showed that it

is possible to compute any algorithm with a simple theoretical computer (the Turing

machine) [103], and his hypothesis was that all of brain activity could be represented

by a limited number of algorithms in some language of symbols. There are several

counterarguments to this theory, namely the computer does not ”understand” the

symbols if it lacks the cultural knowledge of humans, and the familiar doubt of how

well can the symbols of the language represent reality.

If we however consider Turing’s theory in the sense of perceptual modeling, we

arrive at the question whether the algorithms should mimic the mechanisms of

the sensory pathway, i.e., should the model be physiologically accurate. The most

important limitation to this approach is the lack of physiological knowledge. Already
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at the lower processing levels there are serious unanswered physiological questions, as

discussed in Section 2. Furthermore, each individual has in principle a unique neural

physiology, and small variations may result in unexpected changes in a dynamic

nonlinear system like the brain over the course of time [104]. Understandably, the

exact physiological modeling of the entire brain is not possible.

It may be argued that the aim of scientific modeling is not a perfect artificial intelli-

gence as such, but rather to describe some specific phenomena separately, e.g some

low-level neural mechanisms. In auditory modeling, however, the usual goal is to

get a representation of the entire percept and this cannot be done by modeling the

better known lower parts of the processing path alone. For example, the frequency

resolution measured from the auditory nerve contrasts the corresponding human

performance at high sound levels [23].

Should perceptual models then mimic the physiology at all or just try to produce

as similar output as possible compared to human observers? A neural network,

for example, would be a suitable tool for learning measured and scaled human

responses to some specific situation if the investigator has enough subjective data

of the phenomenon in question. A problem arises of how can such a model be

applied to other phenomena if it is conceived as a ”black box” for a specific situation.

The only solution to this problem seems to be to mimic the actual mechanisms

of human hearing. Applicability is also the reason that overly complex models

should be avoided. If the number of free parameters is large, the model simply

implements a transformation of coordinates or curve-fitting, as discussed by Colburn

and Durlach [105].

In spatial auditory modeling, the restrictions of physiological knowledge and the

requirement of applicability has resulted in an emphasis on the peripheral neural

mechanisms and low-level binaural interactions, combined with some kind of ab-

stract parts describing high-level neural processing. Hence the extensive use of the
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term ”binaural model”. At the top of the processing chain is often a decision-making

device, which is where the computational algorithm makes ecological, human-like,

verdicts about the stimulus.

4.2 Modeling of Auditory Periphery

Commonly, the monaural periphery of binaural models consists of possible HRTF-

filtering of the two ear signals, an ERB-filterbank, and simulation of neural trans-

formation. The ERB-filterbank approximates the human frequency resolution by

dividing the signal into separate critical bands, as shown in figure 4.1. The illus-

trated responses are derived from Slaney’s approximation [106] of the Gammatone

filterbank [107]. The shape and bandwidth of these filters is based on psychoacous-

tical and physiological measurements.
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Figure 4.1: An example ERB-filterbank magnitude responses in the range of 40-
1000 Hz. Human frequency resolution is approximated by filtering the signal into
separate critical bands. Here the filters are spaced 1 ERB apart in frequency.

Another part of peripheral models is commonly neural transduction of the incoming

signal. While complex neuron models have been developed, the neural transforma-

tion can be most simply characterized as half-wave rectification of the input signal,
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as neural impulses cannot be negative. This also corresponds roughly to the release

rate of the transmitter substance of the IHCs [101,108]. After this, low-pass-filtering

is usually applied to the signal in order to simulate the loss of phase-locking, as dis-

cussed in Section 2.2.

4.3 Popular Binaural Modeling Concepts

In 1948, Jeffress proposed an elegant binaural model that has remained highly in-

fluential [109]. The model presents a way of obtaining the ITD by comparing the

inputs of the two ear signals, and thus inferring the lateral location of the sound

source. As seen from figure 4.2, both ear signals travel trough separate delay lines,

in between which lie the coincidence detection neurons (EE-type). Effectively this

system approximates cross-correlation calculation. The output of the coincidence

neurons creates an accurate representation of the azimuth space that can be ana-

lyzed by the upper levels, provided that the inputs are synchronized and the unit

delays are sufficiently small. If the coincidence detection is implemented separately

for each critical band, the three-dimensional output (frequency-time-neural activity)

can be interpreted as a topographical map of the azimuth space.

The inspiration for the Jeffress model probably rose from the fact that low-frequency

ITD is the dominant localization cue and its encoding requires the most temporally

accurate processing in the nervous system. The early trading experiments between

ITD and ILD also implied that ILD could also be somehow represented as ITD. Even

though the two cues are mainly processed at different nuclei and total time-intensity

trading was dismissed, the Jeffress delay-line concept soon became the standard

view of human ITD processing. Some neurophysiological evidence of Jeffress-type

mechanisms was also found in single cases [110].

Evidence against the physiological validity of the Jeffress model has since surfaced,
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Figure 4.2: The Jeffress delay line concept. Coincidence counting (C.C.) units
approximate the cross correlation between the ear signals.

as summarized by Grothe [56]. He argues that the avian ITD processing may re-

semble the Jeffress delay-line, but that the mammalian system is quite different. An

azimuthal space map resulting from the Jeffress model has not been found in the

auditory system. As discussed in Section 3.2, the majority of the gerbil and guinea-

pig MSO cells respond maximally to ITDs outside the physiological range [54,111];

The cell’s best frequency and best ITD are also correlated and the slopes of the

ITD functions are steepest at zero ITD, where localization is most accurate. Grothe

therefore suggests that the relative activity of the entire population of MSO cells,

rather than the distribution within the MSO, represents the azimuth of the sound.

Since the emergence of the previous results, Joris and Yin have defended the phys-

iological validity of the Jeffress model and pointed out problems in the modeling

approach based on relative activity of the two hemispheres [55]. They argue that

while the capacity of such mechanisms may be questioned, there is sufficient evi-

dence to support the existence of mammalian delay lines. However, their conclusions

are mainly uncertain; no recent physiological study has validated the accurate to-

pographical map of characteristic delays predicted by the Jeffress model. Currently,
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there is no clear consensus on these physiological issues.

Another important binaural model is the equalization-cancellation (EC) model pro-

posed by Durlach [112]. The EC-model was mainly intended for explaining binaural

detection and not localization. More so than the Jeffress model, the EC-model is

also an abstract concept not based on physiology. The two ear signals are first band-

pass filtered and random gain and time jitter is applied to them, which limits the

model’s performance. The basic mechanism of the model is to equalize the gains

and the phases of the ear signals prior from subtracting, or canceling the similar

parts. The cancellation can be thought as an EI-mechanism, in contrast to EE-

coincidence detection in the Jeffress model. This process effectively eliminates a

diotic masker. The remaining dichotic signal can then be analyzed with Durlach’s

original SNR-approach or with an optimal detector based on the signal detection

theory [113].

4.4 Developments on Spatial Auditory Modeling

Jeffress’s original model has been complemented with numerous extensions. As

mentioned, the standard peripheral part of contemporary binaural models consists

of the critical-band filtering and a neural transform. In addition, a decision device

is needed to analyze the output activity pattern. These important additions to

the Jeffress concept were initiated by Colburn [114, 115]. Stern et al. emphasized

the importance of consistent near-zero ITD cues [116]. Lindemann extended the

capacity of the Jeffress model to process ILD and precedence effect cues [117, 118],

as well as to emphasize the natural combinations of ITDs and ILDs [45].

A recent model proposed by Breebaart et al. is based on both the Jeffress delay lines

and the EC-concept [119–121]. The ITD information is obtained with the familiar

delay line, which is complemented by an additional attenuation line, originated by
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Reed and Blum [122], at each delay value. The activity is however determined by EI-

type neurons instead of EE-type neurons in the Jeffress model. The activity pattern

thus produced is affected by both ITD and ILD cues, and is analyzed by an optimal

detector. The decision device stores pattern templates that can then be compared

to the stimulus in forced-choice detection experiments similarly as in real listening

tests. Even though such maps have not been specifically found in the auditory

pathway, the model by Breebaart et al. is notable in that it has only one parameter

to be adjusted and it has been meticulously compared with psychoacoustical results

of various phenomena.

4.5 The Performance of Auditory Models

The present view among researchers is that binaural models are able to account

for a large amount of results from simple subjective experiments. One of the most

comprehensive comparisons to date have been done by Breebaart et al. [119–121].

Generally, the delay and attenuation line mechanisms give ITD and ILD cues that

correspond to the azimuth position of a broadband, point-like source. In addition

to localization other phenomena can also be considered. These include temporal

adaption and sluggishness, as well as the precedence effect, which are however not

essential for the research presented in this thesis.

Coincidence-counting auditory models have been widely utilized to predict psychoa-

coustical data such as classic BMLD experiments [116]. The activity patterns show

”dimples” caused by the Sπ signal among the masker. Colburn was able to describe

much of the classical BMLD results by forming a decision variable based on the co-

incidence output [115]. In addition to coincidence-counting models, the EC-model

can successfully account for BMLD results, as that is what the model was designed

for [112].
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Dichotic pitch is very similar to the BMLD case in a binaural modeling sense

[116, 123]. Cross-correlation models produce notable effects at the pitch frequency,

whereas EC models produce a decorrelation peak. Culling et al. have compared the

two approaches for various dichotic pitches [71,72]. They concluded that a modified

EC model provides the most coherent prediction results in the tested cases.

One can always ask to what extent the previous results prove the worth of binaural

models. The stimuli used in the binaural listening experiments are predominantly

not very ecological, i.e., similar to ”real-life” sounds. ”Traditional” listening tests

have favored simple tones and noises, partly due to the limitations of early auditory

equipment. Even in the context of ”laboratory stimuli” the binaural models often

need adjusting when going beyond the basic case, for example in a BMLD situation

[64]. Scientists often successfully use several incompatible models of one and the

same target system for predictive purposes, which is considered bad practice [100].

For these reasons, the applicability of binaural models to predict the results for

some future test cases is uncertain. Even if predictions with binaural models can

be made, it is difficult to determine which model works best overall; in addition to

its structure, the performance of the model depends on the task and the decision

process that is used.

One possible approach to these issues could be to focus more on creating tools and

applications for specific tasks instead of models of human physiology or cognition.

One example of such tool is the cocktail-party processor by Bodden [124]. Such tools

need not to be limited by human performance. For example, a localization performed

by a neural network can sometime exceed the human performance [125]. In this

thesis however, the limitations of physiologically oriented auditory modeling are

acknowledged and models are used mainly to test and better understand hypotheses

about perceptual mechanisms.
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5 Goal of the Thesis and Summary of Results

With the scientific background established in the previous sections, specific goals for

the thesis are stated below, followed by summaries of the publications. As mentioned

in Section 1.1, there are two main research questions:

First, how are complex auditory scenes, where different frequencies arrive from dif-

ferent azimuth directions, perceived in terms of localization, width, and fusion/

segregation? In order to gain insight, previous results by other authors can be ex-

trapolated to a certain degree, but no study has specifically targeted the hypotheses

investigated in Publications I-IV.

Similarly, the second research question of the thesis is based on utilizing recent

physiological results to spatial auditory modeling in a novel way. The aim is to

present a combination of ITD and ILD models on a conceptual level and to inves-

tigate whether the proposed models can account for common binaural phenomena.

Specifically, the idea of fast ILD encoding is utilized in Publications V-VI. This is

the main difference compared to other models utilizing EI-type neurons. Publication

VII combines a novel ITD model with the ILD model and summarizes the presented

concept.

Publication I

This paper represents the first attempt to analyze the directional perception of

noise virtual sources created with multichannel reproduction techniques in an ane-

choic chamber using a binaural auditory model and listening tests. The investigated

loudspeaker setups were typical five- and eight-channel systems. Different micro-

phone techniques and pair-wise panning were also simulated in the reproduction.

The auditory model was utilized to compute the frequency-dependent ITDA and
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ILDA that predict the cone of confusion in which a sound source lies. These values

were compared with the auditory pointer localization data from listening tests.

The listening test results matched the simulation results generally well, although

there were some systematic deviations. The model gave the most reliable predic-

tions with virtual sources near the median plane, and at low frequencies. Farther

from the median plane, the output of the model was in general hard to interpret,

and it suggested directions nearer the median plane than those that were actually

perceived. Both the simulation results and the listening tests suggest that with the

5.1 reproduction setup it is impossible to create virtual sources in directions farther

than 70◦ from the median plane with the tested reproduction systems. With the

eight-channel setup, the bias toward the median plane was prominently smaller.

Some of the test configurations resulted in frequency-dependent perception of the

virtual source. It was mainly in these cases that the model predictions failed. Gen-

erally, it seems that although ITDA and ILDA behave differently at low frequencies,

the listeners relied on the ITD cue only.

Publication II

The previous paper established that sound reproduction techniques sometimes pro-

duce virtual sources whose directional cues propose multiple directions at a time.

Also, many natural sound sources are not point-like, but spatially widened. This pa-

per investigates how sound events whose localization cues indicate different azimuth

direction as a function of frequency are perceived. A horizontally wide (45◦) sound

source was created by presenting spectrally consecutive, non-overlapping, bandlim-

ited noise samples simultaneously from the different loudspeakers of a loudspeaker

grid in an anechoic environment. The narrowband samples together formed a broad-

band stimulus. The order of the narrowband noise samples in the loudspeakers, as
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well as the total frequency range of the samples, was varied from case to case.

In each test case, the subjects were asked to indicate the perceived center of gravity

of the sound image, as well as all the loudspeakers that they perceived to radiate

sound. Generally, the perceived center could not be predicted merely by a sim-

ple model using a previously established frequency weighting function for binaural

salience. Alternative frequency weights were calculated analytically from the lis-

tening test results. These calculations indicate that it is difficult to establish any

general dominant frequencies, but that the lowest and highest bands were perceptu-

ally important in all examined frequency regions. The results also indicated that the

perceived width of the sound sources produced by the nine-loudspeaker setup was,

in all cases, less than half of the actual width of the source. This implies that some

frequency bands from different loudspeakers fused together spatially. The main ef-

fects on perceived width were caused by the utilized frequency range in each test

case.

Publication III

As a related investigation to Publication II, the perceptual segregation and fusion

of two simultaneously arriving ERB-bandwidth noise components was studied as a

function of their frequency and azimuth separation in an anechoic chamber. The

subjects adjusted the frequency gap between the components until they heard two

separate auditory objects. The results indicate that when both components are

above 1.5 kHz in frequency, i.e., in the range where fine structure information of a

complex stimulus is more difficult to determine, the frequency gap threshold is no-

tably increased. The present hypothesis is that at high frequencies, where only the

signal envelope can be analyzed accurately, the components are more difficult to seg-
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regate. The effect of azimuth separation between the ERB-bands was not prominent

compared to the frequency dependency. Although the main trends can be observed

easily from the results, the inter-subject deviations were relatively large. It is there-

fore hypothesized that determining the segregation of two frequency components

utilizes higher-level processing prominently.

Publication IV

The purpose of this study was to gain further insight into the perception of virtual

sources with varying directional cues by using 12 separate test cases designed to

test specific hypotheses. More profound statistical analysis tools compared to the

previous study were also experimented with. All cases utilized the frequency range

between 200-1179 Hz. When comparing the perceptual salience of the middle versus

the high/low frequencies, it was found that the middle range had a notably smaller

effect on the perceived directional distribution of sound. Also, the spatial order of

the frequency band signals was found to have a small but significant effect on the

perceived width of the sound event. The cases with larger abrupt changes in the

localization cues were perceived slightly wider than those in which the cues changed

more moderately. Three cases were tested with both continuous noise and click

train stimuli. The click cases were perceived notably narrower, mostly as radiating

from one or two speakers. Simulations of the test cases implemented with a cross-

correlation based auditory model were also examined and compared to the subjective

results. The simulation results were not found entirely satisfactory, mainly because

the spatial distributions obtained from the simulations were too similar in different

test cases. Thus, additional weighting of different CBs in the cross-correlation model

was suggested.

Publication V

As discussed in Section 1.1, the focus of the dissertation at this point shifts from per-
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ceptual research to auditory modeling. This paper presents a novel computational

auditory model inspired by recent neurophysiological findings, as well as the inabil-

ity of the common models to predict all psychoacoustical results from the previous

experiments. The model utilizes the instantaneous ILD to predict spatial hearing

cues that humans perceive. Based on previous listening tests, it is hypothesized that

ILD decoding is fast and that the instantaneous difference signal can be utilized ef-

fectively by the auditory system. However, the ILD model is to be complemented

by a separate ITD model analogous to the physiology of MSO and LSO. The main

focus in this paper is on the interaural coherence cue, i.e. the perceived similar-

ity between the waveforms of the ear signals. Simulations show that the proposed

model concept is suitable predicting known psychoacoustical results.

Publication VI

This paper also investigates the previously implemented auditory model, this time

using two common binaural detection cases: BMLD and binaural pitch. The model

output produced pronounced peaks at the signal frequencies with BMLD stimulus.

The dichotic pitch cases, Huggins pitch and binaural edge pitch stimuli produced

a notable peak at the pitch frequency. The difference between the monaural and

dichotic signal as well as individual masker effects were also studied in BMLD sim-

ulations. Again, the model concept was deemed suitable to account for detection

data. No direct comparison with psychoacoustical detection data is given is this

paper. Rather, the model output is thought to be processed by upper-level pattern

recognition, or similar systems.

Publication VII

In this paper, the previously introduced ILD model is combined with a model for

the ITD. The combined model is designed to implement the recently-discovered

neurophysiological mechanisms of MSO and LSO relevant to coding the ITD and
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ILD cues. The ILD model is in this paper is an updated version of the previous

model. Some additional processing stages are now omitted or implemented in the

other parts of the model. Initial model simulations with simple ITD and ILD cases

show strong correspondence with physiological measurements.
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6 Conclusions

The novel research of this thesis is not so much focused on a certain hypothesis or

problem, but rather touching several topics. Human auditory spatial perception is

the key theme that links together the research papers presented here. Nevertheless,

these studies form a somewhat logical continuum.

Investigation on sound reproduction systems revealed that sometimes the produced

spatial cues were not consistent over frequency. The perception of sound events of

this nature was further examined with a horizontal loudspeaker grid that emitted

simultaneous noise band signals, thus creating effectively a spatially wide sound

source. Specifically localization (dominant perceived direction), perceived width,

spatial distribution, and segregation were considered in the analysis. Numerous

perceptual phenomena were discovered in the tests.

Auditory modeling techniques were employed throughout the research by suggest-

ing models for the psychoacoustical results. Novel techniques were employed and

improvements suggested for the commonly used models. This aspect of the thesis

work culminated in the most recent papers, where novel auditory models are devel-

oped, investigated in common psychoacoustical cases, and found to be capable of

accounting for psychoacoustical phenomena.

Summary of main results:

• Commonly used sound reproduction methods were investigated and their

capability to produce virtual sources in desired target directions was reported.

• Most algorithms produce auditory events, whose spatial cues vary undesirably

as a function of frequency.
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• Different frequency bands fused notably when presented simultaneously from

different directions with the resulting auditory event being perceived as less

than half of the actual source width.

• The spatial order of the frequency bands was found to be significant in width

perception.

• Strong perceptual contrasts and the loss of phase-locking were deemed im-

portant in the segregation of different frequency bands.

• Although commonly used auditory models could be used to account for some

of the subjective results, certain cases proved problematic for them.

• A novel LSO model based on the concept of instantaneous ILD has been

developed and simulated with simple spatial stimuli.

• The LSO model was combined with a simple MSO model in order to form a

novel, physiologically-based auditory model.
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7 Future Directions

As with all scientific research, these studies gave rise to both open questions and

inspiration for future investigations. The psychoacoustical research on wide sound

sources did not include temporal phenomena, such as the precedence effect, whose

inclusion would be the next logical step. A hypotheis was presented [126] that

fusion of different frequency bands in the subjective listening of spatially wide sound

sources could be decreased if the subjects were allowed to move their heads. This is

certainly possible at least to some extent, as head movements are sometimes utilized

by humans to solve confusions in real-life listening situations. However, the authors

of the research at the time performed unofficial tests utilizing head movements.

The unofficial listening indicated that head movements did not help segregate the

different bands much, and certainly not all loudspeakers were perceived to emit

sound. The possible cause for this is discussed in the last paragraph of this section.

A separate experiment would be required to investigate head movements, as well as

wide sounds from the side of the head.

In an attempt to draw the present dissertation together thematically, the newly im-

plemented auditory model presented in Publication VII was informally tested using

HRTF-simulated spatially wide test cases from Publications II and IV. Although the

physiologically-based separation of MSO and LSO models, as well as the fast ILD

concept may in the future be helpful also in these cases, some additional research

is necessary prior to such applications. More specifically: 1) HRTF-data should be

used to carefully adjust the output of the model. Thus the comparison and combi-

nation between the resulting cues of two model parts and separate frequency bands

is not fully possible at this point. 2) Time constants of the model would require

fine-tuning. 3) It has been shown that the nonlinearity of the cochlea explains some

of the MSO output. This is presently modeled in a very heuristic manner. An-

other question is whether the nonlinear cochlear output should also be used with
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the LSO model. 4) MSO is modeled using guinea-pig data. Human physiology is

possibly significantly different in terms of head size and contralateral input. 5) The

suggested auditory model could be further tested against psychoacoustical data by

implementing a decision device according to signal detection theory.

A general feature of the suggested auditory model is that, unlike the traditional

cross-correlation model, it does not suggest that separate sounds from several di-

rections are detected simultaneously. However, the detected direction may change

rapidly. The authors hypothesize that is also the case in the actual hearing system,

as it might help explain the subjective results where different frequency bands were

partially fused, as well as the decrease of perceived width with short sounds that

were examined in Publication IV. In order to perceive separate sounds from, for

example, all loudspeakers of a horizontal speaker ensemble, the ITD and ILD cues

created by the different speaker signals should vary very fast. Needles to say, further

research is required to support this hypothesis.
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